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Gilbert -

G, I wonder Y, all the signs in my neighborhood they all
say Meat Verb

Shattered glass on the side of the curb no other word
quite describes how I felt inside

I think about our lives and the times that we tried to
combine

But now I keep my ends out for the tie that binds

But this is for the times that I walked that line

You chewed me up and spit me out and blew my mind

Mont Rose. I see her with my eyes closed

Standing in the bad weather her soul becomes
exposed

Never the same as she was when you were young and
time has changed the way that we embrace and show
our love, but

Somehow it weakens the heart to watch them break you
apart

A soul erased and mistakes take place

Or could it be your fate you're in a state you can't
escape?

But we can't survive If we can't communicate

I'm like a weapon in disguise when I start to improvise

It's ultra-magnetic I feel your energy inside

Come alive
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The city sleeps tonight

With nothing to hide just you and I and we can make it
if we try

With memories of a better time lurking in the city
grime, faces start to come to mind, places I can't seem
to find

I look in your eyes and I realize even after all of this
time you weren't meant to be mine

Mont rose I see her with my eyes closed

Standing in the bad weather her soul becomes
exposed

Mont Rose I see her with my eyes closed

Even if we're not together there's something you
'oughta know

Cristian -

I remember the way things used to be

Before the landscapes of your soul began to change

But now it feels like you're using me

Why is everything just a game?

See things are changing and rearranging

I can't even recall your face

But I need you

Oh baby I need you! 

That's right I need you! 

I need you! 

Mont rose I see her with my eyes closed

Standing in the bad weather her soul becomes
exposed

Mont Rose I see her with my eyes closed



Even if we're not together there's something you
'oughta know
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